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10th March 2020
Holi Celebrations

Date: 10.03.2020

Time: 09:00PM to 12:30PM

Participants: Students & Faculty of IITH(400)

Holi, the Indian festival of colours, was celebrated with a lot of enthusiasm and gaiety in IIT Hyderabad, on the 10th of March, 2020. The event was planned and organized by the EBSB club of IITH.

After a lengthy discussion amongst the team, it was decided that this year, IITH would use natural and organic colours to celebrate the festival, being mindful of skin health and damage to the environment. It was decided that IITH would even make a few colours: we made red colour using beetroots, and used turmeric powder to make yellow colour. Rest of the colours were store bought and were 100% organic and safe.

Also, going by tradition, Thandai, the classic holi drink was also served to the IITH community.
The event started in the morning at around 10 A.M. and went up to 1 P.M. in the afternoon. All the students and faculty enjoyed themselves immensely. Moreover, a DJ was arranged to hike up the festive spirits amongst everyone.

Here are a few pictures of the event: